Mama

D maj 7/8

If you want me to love you, you want me to be there

E m7/8  G/4  A/4  D maj 7/8

You know I will, stay until, we can say goodbye.

D maj 7/8  E m7/8

Everything changes, time re-arranges, it’s never the same,

G/4  A/4  D maj 7/8

If you say, tell me why........

G/4  C/4

It’s easy to sing about good times and flowers,

G/4  C/4

Rainy days now, and passing showers

B m7/4  A m7/4  D maj 7/16

But dreams all fade, in the morning light.

D maj 7/8  E m7/8

So don’t let the hard times, folks with those bad vibes, turn you around

G/4  A/4  D maj 7/8

They’ll get you down, when you’re on your own

D maj 7/8  E m7/8

Now we can be friends now, if we always know how, to say what we feel.

G/4  A/4  D maj 7/8

Try to be real, you’re never alone.